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Marmoleum is the perfect natural yet durable, 

stylish and versatile floor covering. Its natural qualities

meet growing concerns worldwide about the use of

renewable and sustainable materials. Its durability

ensures that surfaces and colours stay strong and

fresh. And its flexibility provides scope to exercise your

creative freedom to produce an interior atmosphere

that meets your needs.

Produced predominantly from raw, sustainable

materials and manufactured according to strict

environmental guidelines, only the finest natural

raw materials go into the making of Marmoleum.

Linseed oil from specially grown flax from Canada.

Wood flour from European farmed forests. Rosin

tapped from pine trees in Portugal. Jute from India

and Bangladesh. Combined, these ingredients

produce flooring that is as beautiful as it is natural.

Once installed, Marmoleum is a hygienic and easy 

to maintain flooring. Marmoleum out-performs other

resilient floor coverings with reduced dirt pickup –

meaning less cleaning and reduced maintenance

costs. This is thanks to TopshieldTM, the innovative

two-layer finish made from a tough, high-density

primer, which also provides dramatic improvement 

in long-term appearance retention and resistance to

scuffing and scratching.

Marmoleum is available in sheet or tile form to

achieve the look you desire, as well as specialist

ranges for acoustic and static control.
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Why choose Marmoleum?

Good environmental choice

• Made predominantly from renewable and

sustainable raw materials, such as linseed oil,

pine rosin, cork flour, limestone and pigments

• A host of sustainability awards, and the only 

floor covering to receive the Australian 

‘Good Environmental Choice’ tick of approval

• Excellent independent Life Cycle 

Assessment scores

• Effective environmental manufacturing 

policies – ISO14001 certified

• Low VOC emissions

• Fully biodegradable at the end of its long life.

Great performance

• Highly durable

• Long life cycle

• TopshieldTM finish ensures long lasting 

good looks and low maintenance

• Permanently bacteriostatic

• Withstands heavy traffic.

Beautiful designs

• Designs and textures offering unparalleled

design flexibility

• Over 100 colours, from rich primary colours 

to subtle natural tones, and from strong 

multi-pigmented marbling to pure, solid colour.
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